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Abstract: The past decade has seen successful applications of sensor networks in many
practical areas ranging from military sensing, physical security, air traffic control, to distributed
robotics and industrial and manufacturing automation. Theoretical research on sensor
networks has gained an increasing attention from multiple disciplines including engineering,
computer science and mathematics. Accordingly, the distributed estimation and filtering
problems have been attracting growing research interests. A number of results have been
published about the distributed Kalman filtering. In particular, diffusion strategy has been
established for the design of distributed Kalman filtering and smoothing, in which nodes
communicate with their direct neighbors only, and the information is diffused across the
network through a sequence of Kalman iterations and data-aggregation. On the other hand,
consensus problem is one of the most fundamental issues in cooperative control of multi-agent
systems which have received much attention in the past few years. In this talk the localization
problem for sensor network is regarded as a distributed problem and both the presence and
the lack of information are exploited to achieve positioning awareness.
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